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podcast for more on the subject of this special edition of Variety.
Veteran industry analyst Naveen Sarma, Senior Director
at S&P Global Ratings, goes deep on the implications the
bear market has for Hollywood in conversation with
Variety Intelligence Platform’s Andrew Wallenstein.
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2022 has been a bumpy ride so far for global
equities markets. You can probably look no further
than your own portfolio for ample evidence of stockbased losses piling up. Experts may be debating how
long the bear market will last or when a full-fledged
recession could hit, but this much is clear: The good
times are over.
There’s no shortage of factors driving the downturn: rising inflation, interest-rate hikes, supplychain issues, the lingering pandemic, the war in
Ukraine and the ripple effects of economic sanctions
on Russia. This sorry state of affairs is spreading the
pain throughout the global economy.
But for the media and entertainment business, the
macroeconomic clouds are adding salt to a festering
wound. Hollywood has already been contending
with its own particular set of problems amid the
volatility, from the encroachment of Silicon Valley
giants diverting audience eyeballs to launching
viable streaming services as Wall Street rapidly loses
patience with the red ink needed to build up capitalintensive streaming platforms.
With content companies large and small facing
a unique set of challenges, Variety and its subscription market-research offshoot, Variety Intelligence

Platform, joined forces for this special-edition
Survival Guide to dig into how entertainment’s
biggest players will navigate the treacherous road
ahead. This issue offers in-depth financial analysis of
where things stand for the media giants and where
they may be heading.
For the current generation of executives working
in and around Hollywood, they’ve never experienced
a time this challenging. But students of industry history know showbiz has been through lean periods
before and even found new opportunities amid so
many obstacles. Though there will undoubtedly be
businesses that won’t make it unscathed through
the coming months, others may emerge intact and
some may even thrive. It’s all about understanding
the difficult world around you and looking for the
white spaces others might not be seeing.
Variety Intelligence Platform is an example of
Variety’s growing investment in deep-dive proprie
tary data and forensic financial analysis of media
and entertainment. This Survival Guide is meant to
be just that — an effort to help an industry in transition understand the twists and turns and to call
it like we see it in a fast-changing market.
Thanks for engaging with us.

Only when the tide goes out do you discover
who’s been swimming naked.” --Warren Buffett
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WHERE’S THE
The Great Correction for the content business has
been a long time coming. But after the May meltdown for Big Media stocks, there is little doubt that
the free-spending, debt-fueled period of Hollywood’s
transition into streaming and direct-to-consumer
business models is inevitably coming to an end.
For now, the major players are (mostly) defending
their turf and vowing to keep pace with the astronomical levels of content spending that have greatly
expanded the global content ecosystem over the past
decade. But if macroeconomic conditions worsen
in the coming months, as is predicted, content budgets will have to shrink to bring relief to the P&Ls of
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companies that are shouldering high-leverage ratios
at a time of rising interest rates.
The ripple effects of the market moves and other
developments in the first half of 2022 — from the
war in Ukraine to the hardening culture wars in
the U.S. — will be significant across Hollywood.
Cuts in marketing and production will be felt by
everyone from A-list talent in pricey neighborhoods to small businesses that support production
to industry-specific vendors. With even high-end
streamers starting to embrace ad-supported
options, content companies will be that much more
attuned to business cycles, as reductions in mar-
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keting and ad spending are among the easiest cost-
saving measures for Fortune 500 companies to take
in a downturn. This will be a shock to the system
for the cottage industries around talent and talent
representation through public-facing firms such as
Endeavor, TPG and Lionsgate (via its 3 Arts Entertainment unit) that have become dependent on an
endless wave of job opportunities in TV and film.
Content spending by the top media and tech
companies swelled to $125 billion in 2021, up nearly
$30 billion from 2019, according to data compiled
by Wells Fargo. Netflix racked up more than $14
billion in debt over the past decade while fortifying
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Dow falls nearly
600 points as
Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine results
in oil price surge
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BOTTOM?
its content roster. As insiders in the industry try to
take the measure of a volatile market, a drop in production volume could be a welcome balm for industry and labor issues that have been exacerbated by
pandemic conditions.
The talent pool is greatly strained. Heavy workloads
and little downtime for even experienced artisans in
the below-the-line community are contributing to
accidents and grueling job schedules. In the executive
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ranks, the development and production infrastructure at even the industry’s largest shops has been
strained almost to bursting for years. A slowdown
in production could be a blessing in disguise for
Hollywood at a pivotal moment as the business of
motion pictures charges into its second century.
Today’s volatility comes partly because this is
the growing-pains part of the transition to stream
ing, and macroeconomic factors will help weed out
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Massive equity losses this
year force Hollywood players
to get real about their
streaming ambitions
By Tyler Aquilina
and Cynthia Littleton

the weaker contenders. “Streaming is entirely a
scale play,” says Chernin Group chief and veteran
media investor Peter Chernin. “It’s not a perfect business on the way up, and it takes a lot of investment
to get there.”
But the time and patience involved should bear
fruit. “There will be a few players who are going to get
to 400 million-500 million subscribers, and at that
point it’s going to be a phenomenal business,” Cher
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nin says. “The way the market should think about
this is not on a quarterly or annual basis but by who
is best positioned to win the scale battle.”
Indeed, the past few years have seen the entertainment industry locked in a multibillion-dollar arms
race to stock streaming services with original content
in the pursuit of ever-expanding subscriber bases.
But the combination of a looming recession and
growing investor concerns over profitability seems
likely to change the nature of that battle. In recent
months, amid an increasingly brutal correction for
Big Media stocks, leaders at these companies have
become more vocal about trimming content costs,
or at least managing them more watchfully.
“We are not trying to win the direct-to-consumer
spending war,” Warner Bros. Discovery CEO David
Zaslav told investors in April, while Disney CEO Bob
Chapek acknowledged on last month’s fiscal Q2
earnings call that the company is “very carefully
watching our content cost growth ... It’s obviously
a balancing act, but we believe that great content
is going to drive our subs, and those subs then,
in scale, will drive our profitability.”

The way the market should
think about this is not on a
quarterly or annual basis
but by who is best positioned
to win the scale battle.”

DISNEY
The Mouse muddles through the toughest
years of its direct-to-consumer transition

D

oes Disney need to course-correct on its streaming strategy?
Though the markets have been rumbling with questions, execu
tives say everything is going according to plan for now.
No legacy Hollywood company is more all-in on streaming than the
Mouse. The big challenge for Disney has been positioning Disney+ — and
the broader Disney bundle that includes Hulu and ESPN+ — as having
something for everyone, not just fare geared to families with young
children. As this year’s market shock forces media giants to reevaluate
their enormous content spending priorities, Disney’s content choices will
be revealing about its long-term strategy for Disney+.
For the first three months of the year, Disney’s direct-to-consumer
revenue increased 23% to $4.9 billion, while the segment’s operating
loss tripled in the quarter to $900 million on higher content costs across
Disney+, Hulu and ESPN+. The flagship Disney+ service grew 33% yearover-year, to nearly 138 million subs, and the company is maintaining
its projection that Disney + will hit 230 million-260 million in fiscal year
2024, which ends in September.
In other words, the Mouse is still firmly in subscriber-growth mode,
investing now for the theorized payoff down the line. As such, Disney has
yet to fully prove the Disney+ model will hit the profitability flywheel that
makes content such a good long-tail investment. And especially in these
turbulent times, investors will need to see momentum in the DTC returns for
the Magic Kingdom before they can fully believe again. — Todd Spangler

NETFLIX

Peter Chernin,
The Chernin Group CEO

Even Netflix, whose high-flying valuation allowed
it to spend and run up debt freely for years, is be
coming more cost-conscious in the wake of its April
nosedive. A recent addition to the company’s cor
porate-culture memo urges employees to “spend
our members’ money wisely.”
Netflix has been the industry’s pace car for streaming in terms of subscriber growth expectations and
content volume. Whether the company’s subscriber
growth slowdown at the 222 million mark portends
what’s in store for other major streamers is one of
the biggest unknowns fueling media stock volatility. Hollywood has staked its hopes for growth over
the past few years on drawing subscribers from the
global market thanks to streaming’s ability to reach
beyond geographic borders.
Indeed, the mere suggestion that Netflix’s subscriber base may plateau at around a quarter billion — after it invested more than $87 billion in
content since 2013 — contributed to Wall Street’s
latest wave of selloffs in the media and tech sector.
The emerging 250 million benchmark is vastly different from any lofty projections that broad-based
services would steadily add customers from the
growing pool of more than 1 billion broadband-

The trailblazer rocks the pay TV ecosystem
as it loses more than a little of its sizzle

T

here’s no magic wand Netflix can wave to get out of its current
slump. To regain Wall Street’s confidence, the leading pay streamer
needs to prove it can bounce back from the unexpected subscriber
losses it suffered in the first half of 2022.
At the same time, the company will continue to face the main headwinds
that gave rise to its staggering loss of $150 billion-plus in market cap
year to date. Those include a growing field of competitors (think Disney+
and HBO Max) with deeper content libraries, rising inflation coupled
with recent Netflix fee hikes and the fast spread of ad-supported free
streaming platforms à la Paramount’s Pluto TV. Even co-CEO Ted Sarandos
acknowledged to The New York Times that the company might’ve gotten
a little overconfident amid pandemic-fueled subscriber gains.
So far, Netflix hasn’t shaken up its senior management team, but
expect top leaders to carry out the famous “keeper test” if the good times
don’t roll. One of the streamer’s biggest priorities for the rest of 2022
is formidable: opening up the Netflix platform and company operations
to the business of advertising for the first time.
All of this is going to cost money, meaning Netflix has some tough choices
to make on resource allocation. The company has already nixed a slate
of original productions and laid off at least 200 staffers. But it can only
cut so much of the projected $18 billion content budget for 2022 without
hitting bone: Netflix more than ever will need a steady cadence of glossy
shows like “Stranger Things” and “Squid Game” to move subscriber growth
back into the black. — Todd Spangler
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BIGGEST STRENGTH:
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equipped pay TV households worldwide.
There is building evidence that the U.S.’ high-end
subscription streaming market is already satur ated.
More than 90% of Americans say there are “enough”
or “too many” streaming services, according to a survey by Boston Consulting Group. U.S. households
report having an average of 3.7 subscription VOD
services, compared with 3.1 in 2021 — with nearly all
of that coming from newer entrants like HBO Max,
Apple TV+, Peacock, Paramount+ and Discovery+.
Moreover, within Hollywood’s creative community, there has been a questioning of some pillars of
the Netflix model, including the wisdom of releasing a season’s worth of episodes at once to encourage binge viewing as well as the volume of content
required to keep subscribers satisfied. As the pay
TV market evolves, especially in the U.S., observers
predict a sector-wide adjustment in the amount of
independent capital devoted to content production
without a clear path to short-term monetization.

When the money’s being thrown at
you, it’s easy to just keep making
big things. Now, you start to have
to figure out the fundamentals.”

WARNER BROS.
DISCOVERY
The new regime faces an uphill climb in drawing
new subscribers as markets mature

B

y its very construct, Warner Bros. Discovery is a company engi
neered to be a mega-player in global streaming. The media giant
led by CEO David Zaslav has its tentacles in virtually every strand
of programming, from high-end scripted series and movies to lifestyle
content to children’s cartoons to a growing global footprint in the sports
business. There’s no question that HBO Max must have a worldwide
subscriber base to support that breadth and level of content investment.
The spinoff transaction with AT&T in April that united Discovery
and WarnerMedia left the enlarged company with a $40 billion pile of
debt. That leverage will be more challenging to manage in an environment
of rising interest rates and inflation, and it’s already on the hook with
investors to deliver $3 billion in post-merger cost savings.
As another new regime takes the reins of Warner Bros., HBO and the
Turner networks, every decision and every penny committed to production
is being scrutinized under a whole new lens. Hollywood will be watching
to see where this company commits precious resources. Warner Bros.
Discovery doesn’t have the luxury of time to get its act together — as
Disney did in 2019 after acquiring 21st Century Fox — so the next 12 months
will be an endurance test for the newly configured Team Zaslav, in more
ways than one. — Cynthia Littleton

Amanda Lotz,
author of “Netflix and Streaming Video”

PARAMOUNT
GLOBAL
The Redstone dynasty tries to buck market trends by
soldiering on as a midsize studio and platform operator

P

aramount has been dogged for years by the conventional wisdom
that the company is simply too small to not fail in the streaming
era unless it ties up with a bigger partner.
But as market pressures force the industry to refine content strategies,
Paramount’s hybrid approach of investing in subscription streaming via
Paramount+ and ad-supported streaming via Pluto TV may prove to be
a smart diversification strategy. The trick for chairman Shari Redstone
and CEO Bob Bakish is to rev the digital engines at a higher and higher
rate while the bedrock of the company known as Viacom (and ViacomCBS)
until earlier this year — linear basic cable channels — see their earnings
power melt away as cord cutting accelerates.
Paramount has also hedged its bets on content licensing. It has remained
opportunistic on selling library product and new content to third-party
buyers in international markets so as not to leave money on the table.
Even a brief slowdown in the content spending race will help Paramount
be more competitive with its larger rivals, as long as it makes hard choices
about where to invest. And one of those will be what to do long term with
the Showtime brand.
With the hugely successful bow of “Top Gun: Maverick” and the growth
of the “Yellowstone” franchise, Paramount has recently reminded the
industry that it still has the power to punch above its weight with IP-driven
content — and a little luck. — Cynthia Littleton

Gutter Credit

“For years and years, the stock price has allowed
Netflix to just keep going, and there was nothing
really forcing any kind of discipline,” says media
scholar Amanda Lotz, author of the newly released
book “Netflix and Streaming Video: The Business of
Subscriber-Funded Video on Demand.” “When the
money’s being thrown at you, it’s easy to just keep
making big things. Now, you start to have to figure
out the fundamentals.”
But streaming remains a costly business — and an
increasingly competitive one — as key players battle
for what may be a far more limited pool of subscribers and money than previously thought. A recession
could very well intensify that battle, with a sustained
economic downturn likely seeing consumers reining
in discretionary spending, meaning they’d be cutting down on streaming subscriptions. Services will
have to fight to remain valuable, and that will require
plenty of sustained content spending.
The big challenge in the coming years for most
globally ambitious streamers will be managing
content spending on local-language production in
major markets by building on-the-ground expertise
and infrastructure. Content executives in Hollywood
and New York will have to help their teams keep
plates spinning on multiple continents. And that’s
not a skill able to be learned overnight, even at the
most experienced studios.
Disney demonstrated the scope of the content
operation that Disney+ is building by outlining the
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BIGGEST STRENGTH:
IP vault, CBS, Paramount,
Pluto TV reach
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BIGGEST
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Diverse
corporate portfolio
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cable systems,
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BIGGEST
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NBCUniversal’s
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Hollywood peers
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COMCAST
The streaming revolution has brought the cable giant to a
buy-or-sell crossroads with its content strategy for NBCU

C

omcast is the last of the vertically integrated behemoths to
bank on the value of controlling content and distribution. And
the company led by chairman-CEO Brian Roberts has been at a
crossroads for some time. In a streaming environment, Comcast’s cable
systems are less strategically important for driving distribution and pric
ing of NBCUniversal’s linear channels. But the fat cable pipes that deliver
broadband are more vital than ever for all the video and data coursing
through the average home and smartphone these days.
At present, strength on the cable systems side is helping Comcast offset
investment in the Peacock streaming platform and the slow erosion of
earnings from cable channels, which remain NBCU’s biggest source of
revenue. But more investors are asking the question of whether Comcast
and NBCUniversal need to be together. Indeed, Comcast’s size at times
has been a handicap, especially in Washington, D.C. More specifically,
the Netflix shock has longtime analyst Craig Moffett urging the company
to get real with its streaming ambition — especially at a moment when
Comcast’s $40 billion investment in Sky is looking shaky as the European
satcaster bleeds subscribers.
“What of Comcast’s extravagant spending on Peacock? Is there now a
case to be made for a more sober approach? The impulse to prioritize DTC
digital over all else was driven in large measure by Wall Street demands
to ‘go big or go home.’ The prize for doing so is now much diminished,”
Moffett wrote after Comcast’s Q1 report. — Cynthia Littleton

06.07.2022

company’s international development priorities.
Of more than 500 local-language projects in the
works, 140 are earmarked for the Asia/Pacific region;
150 are primarily aimed at markets in Europe, West
Asia and Africa; 100 are set up in India; and another
200 are being developed for Latin America.
A sharp economic downturn in the U.S. could
force Disney, Warner Bros. Discovery and others
to make hard choices for betting on growth in overseas markets or shoring up their English-language
programming options..
“There’s a vicious circle of, if the economy retracts,
then we’ve got a decrease in households’ buying
power, so households have to cut down on expenses
that are seen as nonessential,” explains Allègre Ha
dida, a professor of strategy at the University of
Cambridge’s Judge Business School. “This comes
with canceling or reducing the number of subscriptions to streaming services. So revenues go down, so
the streamers have to cut their budgets. But if they
reduce their content spend, they have less content
to put out there, and they might reach less audience
members, and they will get less subscribers, and their
business retracts.”
The question, then, becomes whether all those
words about trimming content costs actually mean
anything. Disney recently announced it was cutting
this year’s spending, yes — but by $1 billion out of a
$33 billion budget. On Netflix’s most recent earnings
call, co-CEO Ted Sarandos said the company “will
continue to grow the content spend relative to prior
years,” albeit at a slower rate.
Indeed, analysts say a large and long-term reduction in content spend is unlikely given the nature
of the business. “Content spending is only going to
go up over time,” says Peter Csathy, chairman of the
advisory firm CreaTV Media. “It’s just a question of
what the focus of that spend will be. You’ve got to
look at each individual player and what they need.”
Wells Fargo estimates that content spending will
top $140 billion in 2022 and reach $175 billion by 2025.
Media companies, meanwhile, seem determined
to diversify the content offered on their streaming
services, with a growing emphasis on live sports,
news and other programming to draw even more
viewing time from linear TV.
“These companies are trying really hard to find
the right combination of content to raise subscriptions and raise ARPU [average revenue per user],”
says longtime streaming analyst Dan Rayburn. “What
they’ve said is we’re constantly optimizing our content spend. We have to get more strategic, while at
the same time, we’re also creating and licensing new
types of content that we haven’t done in the past.”
Csathy concurs. “In my view, Netflix won’t spend
less. They will just spend differently,” he says. “They
kind of took a scattershot approach of throwing all
this content out there, and their focus [now] will be
on less but less that’s more. I think there will be a
surge in the thirst for franchise content. All of the
major streamers are going to need tentpoles.”
In other words, the kitchen-sink approach is on
the way out, but the business of content, as dem
onstrated by the previous century, is only going to
become more vibrant in the years ahead. A throttle-
down to more focused and strategic spending now
may be just the market-based prescription for
growing healthy platforms for the long term.
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Eva Longoria

Actor & Executive Producer
The Gordita Chronicles

Actor & Executive Producer
The Gordita Chronicles

featured speakers

Sitarah Pendelton
SVP Unscripted Series
MTVE

Sue Ann Pien
Actor
As We See It

Craig Robinson

EVP & Chief Diversity Officer
NBCUniversal

Iman Vellani

Actor
Ms. Marvel & The Marvels

register now variety.com/changemakers
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